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Consult your physician  before starting any fitness program,particularly if you have a history of high blood pressure,  heart disease,
obesity, or have a bone or joint problem.   If you experience faintness, dizziness, pain or shortness of breath at any time while
exercising you should stop immediately. We make no representations or warranties concerning any usage of the information offered
here and will not be liable for any direct, indirect, consequential, special, exemplary or other losses or damages that may result.

Focused Breathing Inhale expand, Exhale Contract (see Just Breathe Session.)

Warm Up 

Works Legs, Butt & Abs

March in place. Step side to side. Dynamic Stretching, Arm Circles front &
back

Chair
 Squat

Stand with feet hip width apart toes slightly angled out. Extend your rear
as though you were going to sit on a chair. Use a chair if needed, but don't
sit!. Hold static for 30 to 60 seconds. (You may shake. Don't be alarmed!)

Goddess 
Squat

Stand with feet about 3 feet apart (depending on your height). Lower your
body, extending your rear until your thighs are parallel to the floor or to a
comfortable depth to honor your knees. Hold 30 to 60 seconds.

Now Let's Add Movement

When doing your chair squats or goddess squats your weight should be in
your heels. Try wiggling or lifting your toes to ensure proper form.

Basic Squat From Chair Squat or Goddess Squat lower & raise your body remembering
to never extend your knees beyond your toes. Inhale as you lower, exhale
as you slowly rise. Perform 8 to 16 repetitons, 1 to 4 Sets

Dynamic or
Plyometric

Start in chair or goddess squat-maintaining proper form jump up
allowing your feet to leave the floor and then land back in squat. Perform
8 to 16 repetitons, 1 to 4 Sets

If you have knee, back or any joint issues, Plyos & Dynamics are no your
friend!  Stop if you have pain while kicking. Aim for form, not height. 

Get a Kick out of It!
From your chair squat, lift knee to 90 degrees as you rise then kick forcefully kick in

front of you,leaning slightly back. From your goddess squat leg to side with knee bent &
kick to the side, leaning slightly to the opposite side.  

Always maintain a micro-bend in the standing leg. Never lock your leg! Have Fun!!! 
Kick 8 to 16 times each side -  1 to 4 Sets


